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Oman is one of the world's most exciting emerging tourist destinations-offering a
genuine taste of old Arabia and an oasis of traditional culture amidst the frantically
modernizing Gulf states. The country boasts a string of captivating attractions.
Scenically, it's one of the region's most memorable destinations, from the craggy
uplands of the Hajar mountains to the spectacular fjords of the Musandam peninsula
and the dramatic dunes of the Wahiba Sands. Culturally, the country boasts a variety of
absorbing sights, ranging from the traditional souks of Muscat, Nizwa, and Salalah to
the atmospheric mudbrick towns and towering forts of the interior. The new Rough
Guide to Oman is the first in-depth guide to this fascinating country, complete with
detailed coverage of all sights, new state-of-the-art maps, and practical information
including comprehensively road-tested information about driving and walking routes
both on and off the beaten track. Originally published in print in 2011. Now available in
ePub format.
This comprehensive study formulates an original theory that dramatic song must be
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situated Railway
between poetry,
music, and theater. It focuses
on John Arden, Margaretta D'Arcy, Edward Bond, Peter Barnes, John Osborne, Peter
Nichols, Harold Pinter, Tom Stoppard, Peter Shaffer, and John McGrath.
Contents: v1 Restoration drama, 1660-1700, 4th ed; v2 Early eighteenth century
drama, 3d ed; v3 Late eighteenth century drama, 1750-1800, 2d ed; v4 Early
nineteenth century drama, 1800-1840, 2d ed; v5 Late nineteenth century drama,
1850-1900, 2d ed; v6 As
"One Sabbath morning more than two hundred years ago, the dawn broke clear and
beautiful over New England. It was one of those lovely mornings that seem like a
benediction, a smile of God upon the earth, so calm are they, so full of unutterable rest
and quiet. Over the sea, with its endless line of beach and promontory washed softly by
the ocean swells; over the towns of the coast,—Boston and Salem,—already large, giving
splendid promise of the future; over the farms and hamlets of the interior, and into the
rude clearings where the outer limits of civilization mingled with the primeval forest,
came a flood of light as the sun rose above the blue line of eastern sea..." Frederic
Homer Balch was born in Oregon but had converted to Christianity at the age of 21. He
became a preacher and helped establish a lot of churches in Oregon. His keen interest
in Native Indian folklore and belief gave him a deep insight into their customs and
rituals.
Drawing worldwide acclaim from critics and audiences alike, programmes like The
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Killing, Borgen,
and
The Legacy
demonstrate
widespread fascination with
Danish style, aesthetics and culture as seen through television narratives. This book
uses familiar, alongside lesser known, case studies of drama series to demonstrate
how the particular features of Danish production - from work cultures, to storytelling
techniques and trans-national cooperation - have enhanced contemporary Danish
drama's appeal both at home and abroad. The era of globalisation has blurred national
and international television cultures and promoted regular cross-fertilisation between
film and television industries. Important questions have emerged from this context
surrounding, for example, the 'Americanisation' of foreign television formats, the
meaning and practice behind the term 'quality television', and the purpose and efficacy
of public service broadcasting. Beyond the Bridge tackles these issues in relation to
Danish television, by examining the so-called 'scaffolded production processes' behind
the making of quality serials and their thought-provoking content. Drawing on popular
motifs from these celebrated dramas such as foreign politics, organised crime, global
warming, and the impact of multinational corporations, this timely book provides crucial
insight into the Danish dramas at the forefront of sophisticated, forward-thinking,
fictional television.
The overriding aim of this groundbreaking volume—whether the subject is vocal
ornamentation in 19th-century opera or the collective improvisation of the Grateful
Dead—is to give new recognition to performance as the core of musical culture. The
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performance studies and musicology
(including Philip Auslander, David Borgo, Daphne Brooks, Nicholas Cook, Maria
Delgado, Susan Fast, Dana Gooley, Philip Gossett, Jason King, Elisabeth Le Guin,
Aida Mbowa, Ingrid Monson, Roger Moseley, Richard Pettengill, Joseph Roach, and
Margaret Savilonis), with the intent of sparking a productive new dialogue on music as
performance. Taking It to the Bridge is on the one hand a series of in-depth studies of a
broad range of performance artists and genres, and on the other a contribution to
ongoing methodological developments within the study of music, with the goal of
bridging the approaches of musicology and performance studies, to enable a close,
interpretive listening that combines the best of each. At the same time, by juxtaposing
musical genres that range from pop and soul to the classics, and from world music to
games and web-mediated performances, Taking It to the Bridge provides an inventory
of contrasted approaches to the study of performance and contributes to its developing
centrality within music studies.

In this personal account, one man details how he discovered the fact of
reincarnation and explores what he did in his prior lives. More people than you
would believe have prior life memories. In his new spiritual memoir My Journey
down the Reincarnation Highway: The True Story of a Man who found nine of His
Past Lives author and businessman Frank Mares tells how he acquired psychic
ability in his middle age. With this new gift, he recovered facts about nine of his
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prior lives, most of which involved violent, bloody deaths. The most recent life
was that of a young German Wehrmacht sergeant who was ambushed and killed
by Russians during the night of May 1, 1944 in a dark Estonian farmhouse. Not
being satisfied with just discovering his past lives, Mares goes on a spiritual
mission to find out why he kept dying violently. The answers do not come easily,
but by using a team of three world class psychics he eventually tracks down the
shocking reason for all his brutal deaths. The psychic team finds that within the
soul of this normal small businessman resides a brutal, stone cold killer from the
1600's who surprisingly was the revered founder of a gentile noble family.As part
of his soul's continuing quest for redemption, Mares hopes to salvage the dark
time in his soul's past into something that could help others today. His
experiences show that death is only a transition phase, and that it should not be
feared. His book also reveals that reincarnation is actually a well designed,
organized system that allows souls to learn personalized life lessons over a
surprising number of lives. If you read this book, you will never look at life (and
death) in the same way again.
Recounts how outnumbered American troops courageously captured the
strategic Ludendorff Bridge over the Rhine River and thousands of German
soldiers during World War II, thereby changing the course of events in Europe.
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Reprint.
Music from behind the Bridge tells the story of the steelband from the point of
view of musicians who overcame the disadvantages of poverty and prejudice with
their extraordinary ambition. Literally referring to the poor neighborhoods nestled
in the hills bordering Port of Spain to the East, "Behind the Bridge" is also a
metaphor for conditions of social disadvantage and cultural resistance that
shaped the steelband movement in the various Afro-Trinidadian communities
where it first took root.
Caught between two cultures and languages: the immigrant condition
In the brave new Japan of the 1870s, Taka and Nobu meet as children and fall in
love; but their relationship will test the limits of society. Unified after a bitter civil
war, Japan is rapidly turning into a modern country with rickshaws, railways and
schools for girls. Commoners can marry their children into any class, and the old
hatred between north and south is over - or so it seems. Taka is from the
powerful southern Satsuma clan which now dominates the country, and her
father, General Kitaoka, is a leader of the new government. Nobu, however, is
from the northern Aizu clan, massacred by the Satsuma in the civil war. Defeated
and reduced to poverty, his family has sworn revenge on the Satsuma. Taka and
Nobu's love is unacceptable to both their families and must be kept secret, but
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what they cannot foresee is how quickly the tables will turn. Many southern
samurai become disillusioned with the new regime, which has deprived them of
their swords, status and honour. Taka's father abruptly leaves Tokyo and returns
to the southern island of Kyushu, where trouble is brewing. When he and his
clansmen rise in rebellion, the government sends its newly-created army to put
them down. Nobu and his brothers have joined this army, and his brothers now
see their chance of revenge on the Satsuma. But Nobu will have to fight and
maybe kill Taka's father and brother, while Taka now has to make a terrible
choice - between her family and the man she loves ...
A BRIDGE TO ELNE is based on a true story of a courageous family who
endured the German occupation of France during WWII. Marcel Pointer is a
successful dentist in Marseille until Nazi brutality leads him to join the Maquis, the
militant branch of the French R sistance. He conducts several successful raids
against the Vichy and the Germans, and is arrested by the Gestapo. After
beating and interrogating him without obtaining evidence of his guilt, they finally
release him. Aware of the increased danger, he decides to move his wife
Angelina and their four children to Elne, a small village at the foot of the
Pyrenees near the Mediterranean Sea. He returns to fight, leaving them with Paul
and Elizabeth Courty, Angelina's parents, and her sister Paulette. In November
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1942, the Germans move their troops into the southern, unoccupied zone of
France. Captain Johann Weller is sent to Elne with his German engineering
battalion to build fortifications along the Mediterranean coast. Each family in the
village is ordered to house a German officer. Johann is assigned to the Courty
home. At first there is much tension, but with time Johann earns a degree of
respect from the Courty's and Pontier's. He is not the evil monster they had
expected. That doesn't alter the fact that by participating in the occupation, he is
helping to further the Nazi cause with all its evil. Paulette comes to know him
well, and over time they develop a close relationship. Only the taboos created by
the war and occupation keep her from responding to his overtures. Paulette
works for the mayor of Elne, where the Germans now make their headquarters.
Speaking fluent German, she makes good use of her office next to the
commandant's to access their conversations and plans, and is able to help the R
sistance by funneling this information to Marcel. This is complicated by Johann's
interest in her, and she is unsure how much he can be trusted. When the Germ
This engrossing book presents the first collection in more than three decades of one of
America’s finest drama critics. Richard Gilman chronicles a major period in American
theater history, one that witnessed the birth or spread of Off-Broadway, regional
theater, nonprofit companies, and avant-garde performance, as well as growing interest
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His writing, however, is more
than a revealing look at an era. It is criticism for the ages. Insightful, provocative, and
impassioned, the articles represent the full range of Gilman’s interests. There are
essays, profiles, and book reviews dealing with such topics as the “new naturalism” in
theater, Brecht’s collected plays, and the legacy of Stanislavski. There is also a
generous sampling of Gilman’s comments on plays by O’Neill, Miller, Chekhov, Albee,
Ibsen, Anouilh, Beckett, Ionesco, Pinter, Fugard, and many others.
The untold story of how one sensational trial propelled a self-taught lawyer and a future
president into the national spotlight. In May of 1856, the steamboat Effie Afton barreled
into a pillar of the Rock Island Bridge, unalterably changing the course of American
transportation history. Within a year, long-simmering tensions between powerful
steamboat interests and burgeoning railroads exploded, and the nation’s attention,
absorbed by the Dred Scott case, was riveted by a new civil trial. Dramatically
reenacting the Effie Afton case—from its unlikely inception, complete with a young
Abraham Lincoln’s soaring oratory, to the controversial finale—this “masterful”
(Christian Science Monitor) account gives us the previously untold story of how one
sensational trial propelled a self-taught lawyer and a future president into the national
spotlight.
This rich narrative offers both a personal and historic account of the George
Washington Bridge spanning New York and New Jersey and presents diverse
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encompass
such areas as history,
architecture, engineering, transportation, design, the arts, politics, and even post-9/11
mentality.
This comprehensive eBook presents the complete Human Comedy of Honoré de
Balzac in English, with beautiful illustrations, concise introductions and the usual Delphi
bonus material. (28MB Version 1) * Beautifully illustrated with images relating to
Balzac's life and works * Concise introductions to the novels and other works * The
COMPLETE 'La ComÈdie humaine' in English translation * The whole series is
precisely organised into Balzac's plan * Includes Balzac's introduction AVANTPROPOS * Images of how the books were first printed, giving your eReader a taste of
the original texts * Famous works such as FATHER GORIOT, COUSIN BETTY, THE
MAGIC SKIN and many more are illustrated with their original artwork * Balzac's five
plays * Criticism section, with seven essays by writers such as Henry James and Leslie
Stephen, evaluating Balzac's contribution to literature * Features five biographies discover in depth Balzac's literary life! * Scholarly ordering of texts into chronological
order and literary genres * Special CHARACTERS resource, with information on all
members of the cast 'La Comédie humaine', with references to the novels and stories
they appear in Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse our range of exciting
titles. CONTENTS: THE HUMAN COMEDY THE HISTORY OF 'LA COM…DIE
HUMAINE' AVANT-PROPOS (PREFACE) THE COMPLETE HUMAN COMEDY Page 10/17
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list) The Short Stories DROLL
STORIES THE NAPOLEON OF THE PEOPLE The Plays INTRODUCTION TO
BALZAC'S DRAMAS by J. Walker McSpadden VAUTRIN THE RESOURCES OF
QUINOLA PAMELA GIRAUD THE STEPMOTHER MERCADET RESOURCES The
Criticism HONOR… DE BALZAC by Henry James A LETTER, 1883 by Robert Louis
Stevenson BALZAC by John Cowper Powys BALZAC'S NOVELS by Leslie Stephen
BALZAC by William Ernest Henley BALZAC AS A DRAMATIST by Epiphanius Wilson
THE NOVEL by D. H. Lawrence The Biographies HONOR… DE BALZAC by Albert
Keim and Louis Lumet HONOR… DE BALZAC, HIS LIFE AND WRITINGS by Mary F.
Sandars BALZAC AND MADAME HANSKA by Elbert Hubbard BALZAC by Frederick
Lawton WOMEN IN THE LIFE OF BALZAC by Juanita Helm Floyd Glossary of
Characters in 'La ComÈdie humaine' Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to view the
full list
This book is the first to focus on the role of European television crime drama on the
international market. As a genre, the television crime drama has enjoyed a long and
successful career, routinely serving as a prism from which to observe the local, national
and even transnational issues that are prevalent in society. This extensive volume
explores a wide range of countries, from the US to European countries such as Spain,
Italy, the Scandinavian countries, Germany, England and Wales, in order to reveal the
very currencies that are at work in the global production and circulation of the TV crime
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drama. The chapters,
all written
by leading
television
and crime fiction scholars, provide
readings of crime dramas such as the Swedish-Danish The Bridge, the Welsh
Hinterland, the Spanish Under Suspicion, the Italian Gomorrah, the German Tatort and
the Turkish Cinayet. By examining both European texts and the ‘European-ness’ of
various international dramas, this book ultimately demonstrates that transnationalism is
at the very core of TV crime drama in Europe and beyond.
At the dawn of the 1990s, as the United States celebrated its victory in the Cold War
and sole superpower status by waging war on Iraq and proclaiming democratic
capitalism as the best possible society, the 1990s underground punk renaissance
transformed the punk scene into a site of radical opposition to American empire. Nazi
skinheads were ejected from the punk scene; apathetic attitudes were challenged;
women, Latino, and LGBTQ participants asserted their identities and perspectives
within punk; the scene debated the virtues of maintaining DIY purity versus venturing
into the musical mainstream; and punks participated in protest movements from animal
rights to stopping the execution of Mumia Abu-Jamal to shutting down the 1999 WTO
meeting. Punk lyrics offered strident critiques of American empire, from its exploitation
of the Third World to its warped social relations. Numerous subgenres of punk
proliferated to deliver this critique, such as the blazing hardcore punk of bands like Los
Crudos, propagandistic crust-punk/dis-core, grindcore and power violence with tempos
over 800 beats per minute, and So-Cal punk with its combination of melody and
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and the expressive efficacy of
numerous bands reveals that punk is not merely simplistic three-chord rock music, but
a genre that is constantly revolutionizing itself in which nuances of guitar riffs, vocal
timbres, drum beats, and song structures are deeply meaningful to its audience, as
corroborated by the robust discourse in punk zines.
The Rough Guide to Australia is the indispensable travel companion to this vast,
stunning, totally unique destination. Whether you're making a bee-line for the beaches,
stepping out on a wine tour, heading-off on an Outback adventure or packing it
Unbecoming Cinema constitutes a welcome addition to texts that provide a filmphilosophical perspective on films that otherwise take on and involve difficult subject
matter, including in this case suicide, autistic worldviews, hallucinatory aesthetics and
vomit-gore. The book in effect argues successfully and intelligently that even though
hard to watch, many of these films can provide for viewers an opportunity to come to a
renewed understanding of self and world. As a result, the author takes on difficult
topics, but brings them to life in an exciting, philosophical fashion that also asks readers
to rethink what it is that constitutes cinema.
How do teachers identify the potential for greater depth writing and encourage children
to meet their full potential? This book was created by people who are not only
passionate about primary education, but who are also leading experts in their own
particular areas. They have made use of their wide experience to offer practical
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this with theoretical
understanding. We hope that reading this book helps you to reflect on what greater
depth writing looks like and how you can encourage children to write at greater depth.
You will find many suggestions for teaching lessons that encourage children to write at
greater depth underpinned by theory.
A surprise gift from her late husband will give a young widow the chance to do the
hardest thing in the world . . . move on. On their honeymoon, the new Mr. & Mrs. Ryan
Shaw made a pact: No matter the sacrifices along the way, one day they would return
to Sunset Beach, North Carolina—this time to buy their own home. But that dream was
not to be. Seven years into a beautiful marriage, Emily is left a widow, heartbroken, and
way past caring about anything. Until a man approaches her, claiming to have
something left to her from Ryan. Something secret. Unsure if she can ever embrace a
new life without her husband, but even less sure about continuing to stay where she is,
Emily heads to the coast to keep her end of the promise she once made. Without delay,
she becomes immersed in the lives of the locals, including the reclusive bridge tender
with an unexpected past. As the community debates over building a new bridge, Emily
must decide whether she will build a bridge of her own, one that will take her out of a
painful past and into the new life—and new love—that her lost love made possible.
The ultimate collection of bridge stuff, with something for everyone from the beginner to
the expert. Humour, mystery, quizzes, history, biography -- it's all here. Over fifty worldPage 14/17
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including
Kantar,
Alfred Sheinwold,
Albert Dormer, and many more. Illustrated throughout, including elegant Fougasse
cartoons.
Down South by Chris Parry - one man's astonishing diary of war in the Falklands 'A
gripping account of heroism - and chaos - in the South Atlantic' Mail on Sunday
'Compelling, gripping. A vividly written, thought-provoking and engaging account' The
Times In 1982 Lieutenant Chris Parry sailed aboard destroyer HMS Antrim to liberate
the Argentine-occupied Falkland Islands. Parry and his crew, in their Wessex
helicopter, were soon launched into action rescuing an SAS party stuck on a glacier in
gales that had already downed two others. Soon after they single-handedly pursued
and fatally wounded a submarine before taking part in terrifying but crucial drop
landings under heavy fire. Down South is a hands on, day-by-day account of war fought
in the most appalling conditions by men whose grit and fighting spirit overcame all
obstacles. This important and extraordinary book of recent history will be enjoyed by
readers of Antony Beevor and Max Hastings. 'Gripping. A graphic description of just
how they pulled off a real-life Mission Impossible' Daily Express 'Excellent. A
fascinating war diary' Daily Telegraph 'Vivid and insightful. Parry excels in revealing the
day-to-day challenges of fighting a campaign in hostile surroundings' Financial Times 'A
truly gripping historical account' Niall Ferguson 'A priceless contribution to military
history. Riveting' Literary Review Chris Parry joined the Royal Navy after university and
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in the
Fleet Air
Arm in 1979.
After the Falklands War he had
a successful career in the navy, and on promotion to Rear Admiral in 2005 he became
the Ministry of Defence's Director of Developments, Concepts and Doctrines. He was
appointed a CBE in 2004. Now retired from the armed services, he heads a company
which specializes in geo-strategic forecasting.
A companion volume to Modern Asian Theatre and Performance 1900–2000, this
anthology contains nine emblematic scripts from twentieth and twenty-first century
Asian theatre. Opening with a history of modern Asian drama and a summary of the
plays and their contexts, it features nine works written between 1912 and 2009 in
Japan, China, Korea, India, Indonesia and Vietnam. Showcasing fresh contemporary
writing alongside plays central to the established canon, the collection surveys each
playwright's work, and includes: Father Returns by Kikuchi Kan Hot Pepper, Air
Conditioner and the Farewell Speech by Okada Toshiki Sunrise by Cao Yu I Love XXX
by Meng Jinghui, Huang Jingang, Wang Xiaoli, Shi Hang Bicycle by O Tae-sok The
Post Office by Rabindranath Tagore Hayavadana by Girish Karnad The Struggle of the
Naga Tribe by W. S. Rendra Truong Ba's Soul in the Butcher's Skin by Luu Quang Vu
The chronological and geographical breadth of the anthology provides a unique insight
into modern Asian theatre and is essential to any understanding of its relation to
Western drama and indigenous performance.
"This superb collection of eighteen plays has long been needed. It provides a sound
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drama, and should be as delightful
to the private reader as it will be useful for university classes."--Journal of Irish
Literature Contents: Spreading the News and The Gaol Gate-- Lady Gregory; On
Baile's Strand and the Only Jealousy of Emer--W.B. Yeats; The Land--Padraic Colum;
The Playboy of the Western World--J.M. Synge; Maurice Harr--T. C. Murray; The Magic
Glasses--George Fitzmaurice; Juno and the Paycock- -Sean O'Casey; The Big
House--Lennox Robinson; The Old Lady Says "No!"--Denis Johnston; As the Crow
Flies--Austin Clarke; The Paddy Pedlar--M. J. Malloy; The Vision of Mac
Conglinne--Padraic Fallon; The Quare Fellow--Brendan Behan; All that Fall--Samuel
Becket; Da--Hugh Leonard; Translations--Brian Friel
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